Foreword

Special Issue on Software Engineering and DevOps

Taiwan’s software industry has poised itself to become one of the most important industries with its growing annual revenues. As a result, software engineering is also getting more and more attention in Taiwan. As an emerging sub-discipline of software engineering, DevOps (Development & Operations) aims to shorten the software development life cycle and enable continuous delivery with high software quality. Presently, the theories and practices of DevOps have become hot topics in Taiwan. The special issue includes the extended version of selected papers accepted to the 2021 Software Engineering in Taiwan Workshop (SETaiwan2021), co-located with the 28th Asia Pacific Software Engineering Conference (APSEC 2021). Each paper is briefly described below.

The paper “Using User-Defined Domain-Specific Visual Languages to Modularize Programs for Conducting Experiments” proposes customizing a user-defined DSVL to represent different experimental workflows and follow Dijkstra’s sequencing discipline in structured programming to develop a proof-of-concept framework. Their approach can help domain experts to express the experimental concern and quickly construct programs for running related experiments.

The paper “Exploring Time-Related Micro-Behavioral Patterns in a Python Programming Online Course” proposes a new approach for discovering time-embedded behavioral patterns in micro behaviors of MOOC learners and incorporating them as features for student profiling and learning performance prediction. Their empirical results show the usability of the proposed time-embedded behavioral patterns in immediate diagnosis learners’ engagement, raising new challenges for learning analytics with time concerning to achieve precision education.

The paper “A Microservices Orchestration Library based on PHP and RESTful API” explores how to apply the service orchestration pattern to orchestrate the communications among microservice endpoints using PHP programming language. A set of service orchestration libraries, called Anser, are proposed based on PHP and RESTful API architecture. Developers can easily adopt the orchestration design pattern by using Anser to develop web applications based on microservices. Through performance evaluation, Anser could facilitate the stability of microservices applications with lower error rates.
The paper “An Operation-Injection Approach to Detect Runtime Permission Crashes of Android Apps” proposes an approach in which a crawler is first used to explore and detect permission crashes of Android apps systematically. During the exploration, a state model is also produced. Based on the model, test paths related to runtime permissions are generated. The experimental results show that the proposed approach can detect runtime permission crashes effectively.
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